Getting your samples ready for testing

Nadia Hetzel
Cypress Bend Vineyards
Don’t forget to label your Sample bag with your sample ID so you can identify which vineyard or plot each sample came from.

Example: Carlos 12 Acre
Squish the berries in the bag to yield juice.

*Don’t worry about hard green berries, they will likely drop out at the crusher destemmer and won’t press anyway.*

Cut bag at bottom edge to pour out juice.
Enclose this form with each set of samples you mail. Keep a copy for your records.

Name _________________________________________________________

Vineyard name:____________________________________________________

Mailing address: ________________________________________________

Email: __________________________________________________________________________

Phone number: __________________________________________________________________

Date sampled: _________________________________________________

Grape variety: ________________________________________________

If sending more than one sample of a variety, give an ID number for this sample: ______
(For example, Carlos-12 Acre, Carlos-4Acre, MagOldVine)

___ This is an M-QEP sample (cost covered by NCMGA)

___ I am paying for testing this sample.

Notes/comment: